LED Work Lights - Polar Series
Grizzly POLAR is a compact and yet, powerful LED worklight (1,050 Lumens). It is thin in configuration
for easy storage (ideal for emergency kit). Rated at IP65, it is highly water resistant (if you are looking at
dipping the worklight in the water, then, you should be looking at IP68).
It comprises of 4,400mAH Lithium Ion high performance battery which gives you ample juice to charge
your smartphone and other equipment that’s accessible to a USB charger. Grizzly POLAR has an “in” and
“out” charger, meaning that you can also use your USB friendly equipment to charge the worklight too,
even though you will be provided with a plug in charger anyway. Grizzly POLAR’s light can be used at full
capacity and 50% capacity, which gives you a longer battery life.
Grizzly POLAR also has some extra amazing features, for example, if you happen to be changing your tyre
on the side of the road, there is an option to change it to flash mode so that you can be seen in darkness.
Or, if you find yourself trapped in a compromising situation, fear no more as it also has a SOS function to
seek help. Grizzly POLAR’s stand is magnetic and it is ideal for engineers that work on steel surfaces.
Grizzzly POLAR is compact but it carries a punch. It might be your best investment yet! For further info,
kindly contact Fanmaster.
Polar Series:

WLCL10W-POL

Uses

Lighting

Applications
Mines
Fishing Boats
Cruise Ships
Army Camps
Hospitals
Warehouses
Factories
Garages

Features

IP65 Rated
30,000 hour burn time LED chip
Shock Proof
Dust Proof
Water Proof
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LED Work Lights - Polar Series
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
SPECIFICATION

Model No

WLCL10W-POL

Image

Wattage (W)
IP Rating
Charging Time
Discharging Time
Lumens (brightness)
Battery
Dimming (brightness)
Safety Features
Lifespan
Charger
Weight

10
65
4-5 hours/battery
8 hours
1,050
1 x Lithium Ion
3.7V - 4400mAh
1 click 100%
2 clicks 50%
Charging,
Discharing & High
Temp Protection
>30,000 hours
100-240V input,
12 V, 1A output
adaptor & Car
Charger
445g

COB* stands for Chip-On-Board.
CCT* stands for Colour Temperature (measured in Kelvin).
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